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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
November 20, 2015 

STRAFFORD RECOGNIZED AGAIN AS AN ORACLE PLATINUM PARTNER 

Excellence in Oracle EPM and BI Solutions 

Londonderry, NH, November 20, 2015: Strafford Technology, providing consulting services addressing 

the challenges of Finance Departments with fully supported Business Intelligence (BI) and Enterprise 

Performance Management (EPM) applications on premise and in the cloud, today announced that they 

have achieved Oracle Platinum Partner status in the Oracle Partner Network (OPN).  

By conferring Platinum Partner status, Oracle recognizes Strafford Technology’s experience and 

excellence in delivering Oracle EPM and BI solutions, both on-premise and in the cloud. 

“Again we are proud to join an elite level of Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN) by 

achieving five specializations that strengthen our strategy for long-term growth and 

support our joint customers more effectively,” states Steve Berry, Strafford’s CEO and 

Managing Partner. 

Strafford has established its expertise across key Oracle solution areas, including Oracle Hyperion 

Financial Management, Oracle Hyperion Planning, Oracle Essbase and Oracle Planning and Budgeting 

Cloud Service. In addition, Strafford has earned various Oracle Specializations, with references from 

successful projects executed for clients.  

Platinum-level certification is an advanced level of OPN membership that enables a strong and 

consolidated alliance with Oracle. With its Platinum Partner status, Strafford Technology receives the 

highest level of engagement, commitment and resources available to OPN partners.  
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Strafford Technology LLC is an Enterprise Performance Management consulting firm. They are a leader 

in working with the office of the CFO to transform the finance process by streamlining budgeting, 

forecasting and consolidation functions. Services include EPM and Business Intelligence assessment and 

implementation, Managed Application Hosting and Staffing. 

Strafford was formed in 1995 with corporate offices located in Londonderry, NH and provides services to 

corporate clients of all sizes, including many of the Fortune 100. They are an SAP and Oracle Platinum 

partner. 
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If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Michele Morrill at Strafford 

Technology. 

 

 

 


